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MRS michelle russell
- 12 Grover AVE
Cromer NSW 2099

RE: DA2023/0995 - 54 Brighton Street FRESHWATER NSW 2096

I am the daughter of E Dunphy and 54 Brighton St is my family home since I was born, 39
years ago. My mother purchased the property in the late 70s.
I am sad to see my family home go however pleased that this developer has been able to
offer increased housing in Freshwater in the midst of a housing crisis, especially for the
elderly.

Alas cities and neighbourhoods are constantly changing and evolving. My mother enjoyed her
garden, however with the continuous new structures erected around the property she was
unable to screen out the new multiple dwellings. My mother lost a lot of enthusiasm for the
Harbord area.
Housing diversity is important, alongside this a mix of housing types and lot sizes increases
residential density, however, creates a diverse population and creates a vibrant community.
Diversity leads to better outcomes, fosters innovation, empathy, social cohesion, and an
inclusive society where everyone has an opportunity to succeed.
Developments such as unit blocks and over 55’s developments are not a new thing to the
Harbord area.
Wyadra Ave for example has a multitude of units developed in the 1970s. These contain on
average 12 lots per Strata Plan. At the end of Brighton St, there is the Commercial shops and
residences above, which were developed in the 1960s. Approximately 15 years ago, number
54 Bennett St developed one lot to create seniors housing of 5 units. Then again number 32
Brighton St was developed from one single dwelling to 5 units. All developments without the
necessity of visitor parking spaces.
Brighton st has substantial amenities already in place to create successful seniors'
accommodation. The side paths are wide, flat and trip free. The street sides have been cut
deep and wide to allow wheelchair accessibility. The crossing over Oliver st has pedestrian
safety space to cross safely and again is wide enough to allow wheelchair accessibility.
The bus routes are well placed in proximity to the development to aid access to Manly,
Chatswood, the City and Warringah Mall via a flat pathway of less than 800m. There are
accessible shops of all kinds both at the end of Brighton st and top of Harbord Rd.
The objections received to DA 2023/0995 are consistently from  and
subdivisions in the area, with a consistent address numbered with a A, B or C or unit number.
Brighton st has evolved and subdivided as time goes on. The last remaining original sites are
no. 52 & 54. These reasons are legitimately why a standard and precedent has already been
set for developments within the area.
I have reviewed all the complaints, there are approximately three long term residents who
have complained (acknowledging some households lodged multiple complaints), one now





The birds will be affected in the short term, however, will return to the beautiful gardens with a
large proportion of native plants- necessary for the area.
I read all the complaints received against this DA, a large volume is from the same few
households multiple times.
In summary the development is within keeping of the area, meets the SEPP5 guidelines, is
consistent with the LEP and offers increased housing in a local government area that in
unable to develop efficiently due to lack of land/ space.

Yours Sincerely
Michelle Russell
B.Com. L.REA. L.SMA.




